**Brave new world and Keanu, too**

By CHANTELLLE GARZONE

After years of taking it slowly, the release of *Liberation* Through This Hole, this band finally has another album to help identify its sound.

While it carries many of the qualities that define Hole's music, there are still differences between this and the band's previous work. The
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**Make way for ducklings!**

By MIRIANA MASTROPRETI

The return to school from April vacation prompted a delighted return for some and a dilemma for others. While it carries many of the qualities that define Hole's music, there are still differences between this and the band's previous work. The
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Canadian check out Bristol plays, music, culture

By BILLY VOYATT

Bristol Eastern High School recently had a cultural experience right here in Bristol. Students were treated to an afternoon of music, dance and art at the School in Plainville, Prints on Pointe, Quiet Corner, and New London for three days.

Bristol Eastern High School, which was Superintendent Anne Stoddard's alma mater, was an ideal setting for the school's annual music program. "Our kids were so impressed with the quality of the performers that they were already discussing it among their friends," said Stoddard.

Eastern's band director Richard Theriault said his students were "very impressed" with the performances, and that the school's music program is "ongoing." Eastern, he said, "has a long enough history that we can be proud of it."

The performance was well-received by students and staff. "It was amazing," said Jon Rennie, the school's principal. "We came here to this school and it was an amazing experience."

**Computer glitches not over yet**

By HILA YOSAFI

Computer glitches not over yet. But the new Keanu Reeves sci-fi flick, "The Matrix," is an impressive start. We came here to this school and it was an amazing experience."

**Tattoo writers scoop up awards**

Six student writers recently won National Gold Key awards in the country's top high school journalism contest for pieces they wrote while attending Eastern High School.

Bristol Central High School senior Amanda Lehmert, who won the first-place prize, was one of the three contributors noted. Credit is given to Corgan, and Jackie Majerus are the group's volunteer advisors. Watch for their stories in the future.
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Are you into computers? Do you enjoy pushing the limits of your system? Do you think about the future and what it might hold? Then you might enjoy "The Matrix," a new science fiction film starring Keanu Reeves.
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